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2023 Gymnastic Advisory Minutes 
SDHSAA Office Building, Pierre, SD 

February 22, 2023 
 

Advisory Committee Members 
AA Coach  Vicky Fisher, Watertown  2023 (2) 
A Coach    Angela Grupe, Britton-Hecla  2024 (2) 
Ath. Director  Brian Moser, Pierre   2024 (1) 
Principal   Mike Duffek, Wagner   2025 (1) 
Official   Kelli Hanson, Groton     2025 (1)  

 
1.  Welcome- Auch opened the meeting a 10:35 a.m. via zoom.  All members of the committee were present. 
 
2.  Select a Recording Secretary- Angela Grupe volunteered to take notes for us throughout the meeting. 
 
3.  Auch thanked Vicki Fisher for her years of service on this committee.  We will be seeking a AA replacement for 

the committee. 
 
4.  Auch reviewed the proposals that were passed last year.  
 a.  Two warmup systems:  Traditional and Modified Capital Cup 
 b.  Adjust state qualifying scores Class A:  Vault- 8.7 and Floor 8.8;  Class AA:  Beam-8.9 and Floor 9.2. 

  
5. The committee discussed how the state meet wen this year in Aberdeen.  Everyone wanted to express their 
thanks to Dawn Seiler and her staff and crew for doing a great job with the meet.  Everything ran very smoothly 
and on time.  We had some equipment issues that were solved expediently and without any cause for pause to 
the meet. 
 
6.  Advisory Committee member reports  
   Angela Grupe - Class “A”  

a. Grupe-Presented information received from coaches regarding meet formats and warm-up 
formats. Overall, both formats were used this year. Most coaches like the Modified Capital Cup for 
the larger invites but the 5-minute team warm-up was too short and the “play nice” warm-up prior 
to the meet was not popular. The committee tried to take into account the safety of the athletes, 
judges and facility availability along with the overall length of meet. The length of single judge vs 
dual judge meets was also discussed and the potential to use solo judging at larger meets, the 
committee felt would help with the length of the those larger meets. 



The committee reviewed the proposal that was submitted by Audra Rew.   The committee felt that 
by making some minor adjustments to the Modified format it would suffice to not give up on the 
format as most still liked the use of the modified capital cup when possible.  But we also did not 
want give up on the traditional and modified formats for warmup.   
Along with this is another concern of the maximum length of meets.  The suggestion is that if you 
are going to host a large invite that you divide the meet up into two meets so the day is not so 
long.  The general guide is if it is over 8 teams, we need to consider the safety of the athletes and 
the length of the day for all concerned.  Also, judges pay and time for the longer meets was 
discussed and the option to solo judge was suggested and to potentially pay the solo judges for 
their judging and time while waiting for warmups.  Suggestion was that what you would pay for 
two judges would be divided by 1.5 times the pay for the solo judge to compensate for the extra 
time. 
After discussion on the multiple factors involved in meet size and length, it was determined to 
proposal the following changes for the 2023-2024 year: 
Keep both traditional and modified capital cup formats an option for schools to use what works 
best for their situations and hosting factors. Also, noted that pod format meets for large invites 
with the Modified Capital Cup format is also an option for any school that has the staff to host this 
way. 
Grupe made the following motion with a second by Hanson.  
PROPOSAL:   
Adjust Modified Capital Cup format to remove the dual judging requirement for 6+ team meets, 
pre meet includes an open stretch and equipment check for 30-45 minutes and remove the “play 
nice” warm-up time.  Move the team warm-up to a 2 minute per athlete minimum, and keep the 
touch warm-up at 1 ½ minutes.  
Region/State qualifying meets will stay with dual judging and will continue with the Modified 
Capital Cup format for all state qualifying meets.  Motion passed unanimously. 

 
Vicky Fisher- Class AA  

a. The committed discussed now that glitter make up is allowed per NFHS Rules Book that we will 
need to eliminate language in the SDHSAA gymnastics handbook.  Auch stated that she will 
remove said language and we will follow what the NFHS rules allow where glitter is concerned. 

b. 30 - 45 minute warmup was added to the above proposal 
 

Kelli Hanson, Groton - Official   
Auch and judges discussed at the State Meet the potential to shorten the time between session so 
that we could conclude the evening earlier and help with evening meals and potential travel.  Auch 
said that for two years in a row we were able to finish ahead of schedule and this will be a change 
that will be made for next year’s meet with the two sessions in a day. 
 

Brian Moser – AD 
a. The number of state placers- Auch stated that she would take that to the executive staff and the 

board to increase the number form 6 team place finishers to 8 team awards which is consistent 
with what we do with other sports. 

b. Received good feedback where we are at with the pre-qualification scores. 
c. Equipment checks:  The meet referee comes and checks to make sure equipment is marked 

properly.  Do we need coaches coming in and re-checking equipment prior to meet?  Plus, what 
do we do with all the extra equipment brought into meets?  Is there a way to regulate?  
Committee thought that teams just need to take matting with them after they are done with 
events.  Some teams think it is the host schools matting and then teams come and take it as it is 
theirs.  Need to move equipment with teams if that is the case.  



Mike Duffek, Wagner -Principal  
a. The idea of awarding team event winners at state.  Auch said this would not be something that 

the SDHSAA would consider based on the number of teams involved in gymnastics.  It would be a 
tough sell with number of awards we give for all sports.  We are giving 25% of the participants 
medals at state.  Didn’t feel the need for more.  Also, we already give multiple awards during each 
session.  This may be something that the coaches association might look at but we need to be 
careful with the number of awards already in place and the Board of Directors would have to 
approve the addition of awards at the event. 

 
SDHSAA Report- Auch  

a. State meet schedule change (move up an hour, second session will begin at 3:30 pm instead of 
4:30).  Reminder that next year will be Class A first followed by Class AA. 

b. Region meeting dates:  Auch discussed that there was a coaches concern at the meeting about 
Class AA Metro always going first (Friday) and ESD going on Saturday.  Can we try to rotate 
that?  Auch mentioned that to have Class A on Thursday and Friday and Class AA  on Friday and 
Saturday is difficult to find judges for the FRIDAY meets with both Class A and AA on that 
Friday.  Is it possible to have Class AA be in one location on Saturday and run two meets?  
Travel for judges would be much better and would solve the problem of who might go first on 
Friday and Saturday.  The idea would be to have one meet in the morning and the other in the 
afternoon with the same judges.  The Conference meet would have to move to another date.  
Moser will discuss with the AD’s at the AD’s conference in March. 

c. Should there be a tie breaker for team placements?  We had a team tie for 3rd place this year.  
The question was should we have a tie breaker to break that tie.  The committee felt at state 
since we have a qualifier and teams have qualified that they have earned the right to the 
plaque they placed at, so consensus was to not break the tie in those rare situations. 

d. The committee reviewed the qualifying scores  and  looked if there was any need to make any 
adjustments based on the review  of the past 5 year average.  With this not being a rule book 
change year and the numbers looking good from the adjustments we made last year, the 
committee decided we are fine with the qualifying scores that we presently have. 
 
In-season Qualifiers Class A this year compared to last year in (X): 

Vault  Bars Beam Floor 
21(28) 18(15) 17(21) 18(27) 

 
In-season Qualifiers Class AA this year compared to last year in (X): 

Vault  Bars Beam Floor 
16(17) 11(18) 26(32) 21(38) 

 
e. Draw for team rotations-  The team rotation for 2024 will be 7, 5, 2, 8, 3, 4, 1, 6. 

 
8.  One proposal was brought forward more as a modification to what we presently did last year with 
modified capital cup format: 

PROPOSAL:   
Adjust Modified Capital Cup format to remove the dual judging requirement for 6+ team meets, 
pre meet includes an open stretch and equipment check for 30-45 minutes and remove the “play 
nice” warm-up time.  Move the team warm-up to a 2 minute per athlete minimum, and keep the 
touch warm-up at 1 ½ minutes.  
Region/State qualifying meets will stay with dual judging and will continue with the Modified 
Capital Cup format for all state qualifying meets.  Motion passed unanimously. 

 



 
     
9.  Review Handbook- Auch will remove glitter language and follow the rule put forth by the NFHS rules book. 

 Auch will also eliminate the language that requires dual judging for competitions with six or more teams. 
 

10.  With no other items of concern. Motion was made by Duffek, seconded by Moser to adjourn the meeting 
at 12:34.  Motion passed. 
 
11.  Meeting date next year…. will be Wednesday, February 21, 2024 at 10:30 a.m.   
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Jo Auch 
Assistant Executive Director 
South Dakota High School Activities Association 

 
 
 
 


